2012, Feb 18

Saturday History Call

Opening Meditation:
Rainbird
Calls in the spirits of all directions to join us: east; north; west; south; sky; earth
Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● need $205 for last week, $300 for this week
● A listener supported radio call – let's do this!!!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Scroll down to find the Paypal button.
● Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
T&R:

Website:
www.2013rainbowroundtable.com – scroll down to donate section
● Whatever is donated here is used first to pay the BBS radio bill.
● Money for gas & printing supplies: $100
● Food taken care of thanks to their friends at the Sikh temple
● Outstanding car repair bill : $650: ET's Auto Repair: would like to gather $100 for this
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, #385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061

Hard News:

888-429-5471 Toll free no. for CA and US;
530 – 513-6472
530- 413- 9537
Camp Loveway: an interesting Sabbath day with Melissa H-P and Chris Hayes – calling it like it is!
●Seems that corporations are buying presidential seats
Guests: Bill Cosby and Nick Beggage on & talking of Whitney Houston
Bill: this is about the lunatic fringe want the black man out of the White House
●Bill spoke of his ET experiences too – going inside of self Nick Beggage reporting from somewhere 100 mi east of Anchorage AK, and strange events along
Chumchaka – Wingmaker ships are there; he said that military are at Death Con 1 both at north
pole and south pole;
● has to do with Iran – if anyone of the 13 families tries to push a button, they will get a visit from
the Ashtar Command. Whitney Houston's story may be taking a back seat to Full Disclosure: this
is not about ghost stories but these ones have knocking knees because St G and Maitreya are here
● Goes back to ancient times when we all lived in peace, no matter what we looked like
Taren played a piece by Terrence McKenna – about 2012, and the time leading up to this spring equinox
● Nick and Bill said there just might be a visitation of Mother Mary over certain parts of the
planet – the real deal, not a blue beam exercise.
●The crisis in the Middle East is the story right now and all who are parts of the governing
spiritual hierarchy are in on the story and all eyes on Syria
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●Jesus' mother was Syrian:
●Nick brought up the Christ conspiracy and we didn't get the real story about the Admiral in
charge [Sananda] and the Captain will be having a chat with these ones
●and the UN will be dismantled and become the Justice League
● ll the kingdoms are coming together for the needs of the many which outweigh needs of few
Bill: the drama with Whitney has to do with Sirian Commander and changing the planet's course:
free energy, etc
● We need to get back this one issue [R A C E]
● Bill: has been to Tehran: this is not about nukes but a basket of currencies which are about to
change and move into universal economics; all the gold bonds that have been stashed away
from WW1, WW2 – Nicholas Tesla started things in a way because he wanted to give
people free energy
● The fiction to the story is Project Paperclip: those who came to US illegally and the Nazis who
came here and became the founders of CIA, and other groups
● Bill asked if we could be considered terrorists for talking like this: watch Anonymous and one
day Fox News will not be there: only snow on the screen
Reading: Italian police seize $6 Trillion fake US T bonds - Potenza, Italy

[SEE BELOW]

Caller: about a reporter who was present when a pipeline exploded
T: this reporter was on Amy's show and Al Jazeera many times
● had an asthma attack; at 43 years old – and left a family
● the 100% involvement of the whole family: Lebanese, with US citizenship too
Caller: thought of what a waste his death was, but kept silence for a while – there is a bigger picture
and he began to see it slowly
● A tribute to all who are moving this story forward
T: thinks Whitney triggered something about completion – it's agonizing that the physical body went
through so much, but feels like she is still here
● The US is the most isolated from the rest of the world; the American reporter who gave his life
in Syria
Caller; there are many in the heart of the Bay area who have given their lives to tell the story
● Wants us all to know how much he loves us all: Tara, Rama – would like to meet everyone like
Mark, Beth, T, R, MR, Cathy, Rainbird
T: you're not going anywhere, and this is just the beginning: immortal joy,
● We've got light years to go before we sleep: the illusion of physical death is over
Caller: does anyone know about Hillsdale College in Michigan; offering a constitutional course, free, on line
Constitution 101, a 10 week free course; starts on Monday
● There's a Dr. David Bobb ; also a Dr Larry Arnns
● How can anyone offer a real course, as no one has seen the whole thing?
T: original is in Bruton Vault; Thomas Jefferson actually saw it because he went through the well at the
back
Caller:
Address is Constitution.Hillsdale.edu
Should be some info on what is involved

Constitution 101: The Meaning and History of the U.S. Constitution ...
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Each lecture is pre-recorded and lasts approximately 40 minutes. Lectures and other study
materials will be released by noon each Monday according to the schedule.
constitution.hillsdale.edu
Caller: heard that on Nov 4, 2008, when he became President-Elect, he got briefed for 5 hours by the
CIA; then he ordered the execution of the 10,000 bankers who had been arrested over 2008 and
had been housed in military prisons
● Hillary had been in solitary from June 2008 and she also was executed on Nov 2, 2008
Caller: was this an order that Bush would not do??
T: yes, he was guilty too
● Patrick Fitzgerald was supposed to open the sealed indictments for Bush and all his buddies,
include Mitch Daniels who was the Bush Budget Director; Mitch, Bush Jr and Cheney etc should
have been arrested at the same time.
● Of course, he was not going to turn himself in.
Caller: from Oregon – they do have a very right wing slant to them, as she has seen from the mailings
R: Shawn Hannity has connections to it too
Richard: he investigated the site: they are closely associated with the Heritage Foundation
● it is a legitimate college: in order to graduate, all students have to take the constitutional course
● worth while to see what they are passing off as the constitution
● a good indicator of positive progress
T: there is the belief that the US was settled as a Christian country and that is NOT TRUE
Suspects the Heritage Foundation would take that slant
Richard:
●in this US we are supposed to be an organized republic under law
●The Constitution is the foundation of that law
●There are those who interpret the Constitution in their own way
Broad groups, narrower groups
Audio: a section of Melissa Harris Perry on “The Daddy State”
[M H-P's first show on MSNBC]
● the idea of looking up to someone as a “father” ● when Romney's daddy issues came to the forefront for Mitt:
In 1957, Sr released 12 years of tax filings:
● Mitt was asked: “will you be the leader . . . that your father was?” “Maybe”
Audio: Kevin Costner's tribute at Whitney's funeral
about her screen test for the role in “The Bodyguard”
Astrology:
Richard:
● Judge Napoleano separated from Fox

[SEE BELOW]

Judge Napolitano Talks Iran False Flags – Gets Fired?
Andrew Paolo Napolitano, the former New Jersey Superior Court judge a.k.a Judge
Napolitano, has been a regular on Fox News Radio and Fox News TV since 2006. He
has hosted the libertarian talk show, Freedom Watch, since 2009.
Napolitano has long said he believes that the 9/11 incidents, including the subsequent
collapse of the three World Trade Centre buildings in New York City, did not take place
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as the US Government has publicly communicated.
This is his interview from earlier this month with Michael Scheuer, former Head of the
CIA Bin Laden Unit, who spilled the beans regarding staged terror events.
By the end of last week, Judge Napolitano and Freedom Watch were axed and off the air,
supposedly as part of a Fox News revamp. You be the judge…
Click here to view the embedded video.
And this is his final Freedom Watch broadcast:
Click here to view the embedded video.
● Pat Buchanan separated from MSNBC – brought up the battle about choosing a candidate on Repub
side; the Super Pacs, and the new attempts to control the microphone and stop the lively,
intelligent discussion
● that's a symptom of the process that we can see in tonight's astrology chart
● a close, powerful trine from Saturn to Sun – Chiron energy is forcing deep issues to come
to surface for inner healing which is one of the things going on
● a sextile – Jupiter in Taurus, a bunch in Pisces
● Mars being retrograde will be an irritation
● New moon shows up on Tuesday afternoon at 5:30 pm, 3° Pisces
● Pisces is Jesus' sign – divine love, world peace
● Ash Wednesday: Feb 22, 2012 – 2 + 22 +
Audio:

Message from the Crystal Family – Diane Robbins
Message from the Crystal Nation Part I - YouTube

4:20

www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdqoKOAOfNA
10 Feb 2012 - 4 min - Uploaded by DianneRobbins1
Part II 4

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Qz37VPpUa
Message from the Crystal Nation (Part II) channeled by Dianne Robbins. DianneRobbins1.
Part III

www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbkKUNXZaDA
Part IV

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4vqRBHqMAQ
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Audio:
Who is Anonymous?
● Aaron Barr of H.B. Gehry? Garry? a cyber security firm
● He planned to sell his report about Anonymous to the FBI
● Feb 6, 2011 Anonymous responds – broke in, stole the report and put it out for free;
● e-mails revealed they were going to track and intimidate Wikileaks followers
● the head of H B Gehry retired – the scandal tainted it, its partners and even the US gov't
● Anonymous is beginning to look less like a hacker group, and your best interest – Anonymous becomes you
and me
Is A a hacker group or an activist group?
Caller: looks like the astrological things should make next week interesting!
T: based on the magnetic stuff, be aware of what you ask for, as the magnetic energies are strengthened
in the time of Pisces: that is Jesus' sign
Richard: Jesus WAS a Capricorn as he was a master sociologist trying to organize on a higher level, a job
we are still working on
●One of the multi-missions he had: to get us on a path to a societal organization with a proper
balance and an easy flow; be kind and loving to each other; don't be greedy
Caller: Reads a short piece: Feb 18, 2012 China here to invest and negotiate with the US
Over 10 Sr officials of central banks resigned
Speculation is up to 5,000 arrests; BIS advised us the work is complete
Bank Screens are blank, waiting for a new upload
$3.22 – $3.65
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=230822

Hi, Folks Found at dinarguru.com:
=====
2-18-2012 Guru Jonnywg/BellaGrits
Please note that as at this afternoon several things are happening. China VP left and stated
mission accomplished. CHINA WAS HERE TO INVEST AND REVALUE THEIR OWN
CURRENCY IN NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE U.S. Today we were advised that over 10 Sr.
officials of central banks resigned...SPECULATION IS UP TO 5000 ARRESTS AND MANY
MORE RESIGNATIONS. The bank of international settlements have advised us that their
work is complete and passed over to be released. BANKS SCREENS ARE BLANK
PENDING UPLOADING LIVE...THE RATE IS MERELY SPECULATIVE, AS NOBODY
KNOWS THE TRUE RATE. AT 3.22/3.65 THEY ARE THE STRONGEST CURRENCY IN THE
ME.
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=230822

Richard: thought the Saudis had the strongest currency in the middle east
T: . in 1997, they laid down $ in the bank in Chicago – they backed it with gold
the only country in the whole world that could do it
Because of the life force of the reporter leaving [American] – he wanted to
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● this is the law of sacrifice we want to stop
● We do not forgive in the galactic nature of this: nature and nature's god
T: the way Fox News handled it
● her face was down on the tub at the end where the water comes in – we will know who did it and
who ordered it up! Always back to the same bunch
●We are in the rip of the time space continuum – as the crystals said; you have fallen behind the
other species – we are connected now to the super Galactic Centre – the Hunab Ku
●On an intergalactic level, we came together – and the circle is not unbroken in any way: we can go vertical
or horizontal – we have reached a place in our consciousness in this galaxy that the galaxy has
graduated – we are the ones they are worried about;
●99% diversity and want peace with the 1% which would be a shift into higher levels
●the resistance is futile, we will be absorbed into love, we have crossed the line where fear is as nothing
because there is nothing we have not experienced
Caller: adding to last caller's remarks
● the $6T is more like $16T – will lead to the Vatican
● knows the names of the bankers who resigned
Resignation Global Bank

Reading:

http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/06/adam-and-eve.html

[SEE BELOW]
● There were 7 original colonies in New England; Jeshua, Mag and Sarah were in France – the other
children were probably born under Renne-le-Chateau
● There were the 1st people group to leave
● The 2nd group were the Turkish Semites, scribes etc – settled in southern Russia and mixed with the
first
● the nazarene tribe that Jeshua was born into was part of that group that migrated into northern
Israel – they apparently carried the pure blood RH-ve factor
● Science describe the Indian – the Adams - the hybrid or cloned race of mankind as the EVES
● Central Asia: a people group known as the Adams were flown out of Agartha – flew all over the planet on
flying machine – the Koran tell us that Adam, the Turkish word for mankind ● Apiru peoples were migrant sheep herders from Central Asia, actually had no country
● worked along side with blonde, blue eyed people of northern Israel – Shoshu
325 BC WAS ACTUALLY 325 AD
Reading:

the Signs of the Christ

Meditation:

Children of the Sun
Solar Activation

https://www.childrenofthesun.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=448%3Agrid-
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transmissions-january-9&catid=39&Itemid=169&lang=en

Audio:

Stevie Wonder from Whitney Houston's funeral

Audio:

Thom Hartmann
Conversations with Great Minds

Jeff Clements

Uploaded by TheBigPictureRT on 30 Jan 2012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNfPOypWt5A&feature=relmfu

Part I

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdkLy7dBnls

Part II

In this week's Conversations w/Great Minds Jeff Clements joins Thom Hartmann. Jeff is an attorney,
author, is the co-founder of Free Speech for People, a national, non-partisan campaign to challenge the
creation of Constitutional rights for corporations, overturn Citizens United v. FEC, and strengthen
American democracy and republican self-government. He is the author of the Corporations Are Not
People (Berrett-Koehler, 2012).

Closing:
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2012, Feb 17 Italian police seize $6 trillion of fake U.S. bonds
17/02/2012 1:29:58 PM
Elisa Forte and Gavin Jones
POTENZA, Italy (Reuters) - Italian police said on Friday they had seized about $6 trillion worth of fake U.S.
Treasury bonds and other securities in Switzerland, and arrested eight Italians accused of international fraud and
other financial crimes.
The operation, co-ordinated by prosecutors from the southern Italian city of Potenza, was carried out by Italian,
Swiss and U.S. authorities after a year-long investigation, an Italian police source said.
It began as a investigation into mafia loan-sharking, but gradually expanded as prosecutors used telephone and
computer intercepts to unearth evidence of illegal activity surrounding Treasury bonds.
The fake securities, worth more than a third of U.S. national debt, were seized in January from a Swiss trust
company where they were held in three large trunks.
The U.S. Embassy in Rome thanked the Italian authorities and said the forgeries were "an attempt to defraud
several Swiss banks." It said U.S. experts had helped to identify the bonds as fakes.
Potenza's prosecutor Giovanni Colangelo said an international network "in many countries" was behind the
forgeries.
Italian daily Corriere della Sera said on its website that the criminal network was believed to be interested in
acquiring plutonium, citing sources at the prosecutors' office.
Police videos showed images of the trunks, with "Federal Reserve System, Treaty of Versailles" stamped on the
side in large, golden letters.
Bond certificates marked "Chicago, Illinois, Federal Reserve Bank" and other securities, some for one billion
dollars, were also shown.
U.S. bond traders took a light-hearted view of the news.
"If there's that much less supply now, Treasuries should be rallying," joked Kevin Flanagan, fixed-income
strategist at Morgan Stanley.
A trader at Citigroup said he had swapped jokes with colleagues about the seizure, which would not move
markets.
"It's kind of like fake inflation I guess, if you take it to the max, but I don't think it means that much."
Prosecutors said the forgers had hoped to use the fake bonds as collateral to secure loans.
The eight men arrested are accused of counterfeiting bonds, credit card forgery, and loan-sharking in the Italian
regions of Lombardy, Piedmont, Lazio and Basilicata, police said.
The Swiss Federal Prosecutor's office said Zurich state prosecutors had worked on the investigation at the
request of the Italian prosecutor. The Swiss handed over their findings in July last year.
In 2009, Italian financial police seized $742 billion of fake U.S. bearer bonds in the of Chiasso, on the SwissItalian border.
(Additional reporting by Steve Scherer and Emily Flitter; Editing by Andrew Roche)
http://finance.sympatico.ca/home/contentposting_reuters/italy_police_seize_6_trillion_of_fake_us_tbonds/6e599003
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2012, Feb 16 Ex-Olympus Executives Arrested in $1.7B Scandal
Seven men arrested in connection with $1.7 billion Olympus Corp fraud including former Chairman,
Tsuyoshi Kikukawa (pictured).
February 16, 2012 — Updated 0514 GMT (1314 HKT)
By Kevin Voigt, CNN
http://tinyurl.com/7fk9e8j
(CNN) — Japanese prosecutors arrested seven men, including former Olympus Corp. Chairman
Tsuyoshi Kikukawa, for their alleged involvement in a massive $1.7 billion accounting fraud at the
Japanese camera and medical equipment maker.
Other former executives arrested Thursday include ex-Executive Vice President Hisashi Mori and
former Auditor Hideo Yamada, according to the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office. Four others
arrested were financial advisers who allegedly assisted Olympus executives in the coverup.
“We are deeply concerned about the seriousness of this situation,” the Olympus Corp said in a
statement. “In order to find the full facts, we will continue to fully cooperate with law enforcement
authorities in the investigation.”
Allegations at Olympus came to light after the October dismissal of former President Michael
Woodford who was fired when he questioned Kikukawa, Mori and Yamada about dubious transactions
at the center of the case.
A special audit of Olympus in December, led by a former Japanese Supreme Court judge, detailed $1.7
billion of hidden losses from failed investments in the 1990s by the company. The report blasted the
culture of the company that allowed the losses to be disguised in dubious fees and overvalued payments
for companies, as well as the tight control of Kikukawa. “The management was rotten to the core, and
infected those around it,” the panel’s report said.
” The scandal has been an embarrassment to Japan Inc. and came at the end of a difficult year
punctuated by a strong yen, which has eroded profits of Japanese multinational companies, and the
March 11 earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disaster.
“I actually see this as a turning point for corporate Japan. Up until now, this would have been glossed
over or swept under the rug. People would have ignored this,” said William Saito, a member of the
Japan Prime Minister’s special commission on National Strategy and Policy.
“That this is such a commotion now, I think a lot of businesses understand that in order to get global
respect, one needs to address this issue,” Saito said. “They’re on notice and will have to change
because of that.”
Kikukawa, Mori and Yamada resigned in the wake of the allegations. The allegations have sparked
investigations in Tokyo, London and New York. The former Olympus executives were charged with
allegedly filing false financial reports in 2007 and 2008.
The Olympus saga started with a five-page expose in Japanese magazine FACTA — a small circulation
magazine that has only nine people on staff — on July 20 that raised questions over advisory fees of
$687 million paid in 2008 for the purchase of Gyrus, a UK medical instruments firm. The article also
questioned the $773 million paid for three small Japanese companies — a face cream maker, a plastic
container maker and a recycling business, each with fewer than 50 employees.
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Others charged include banker Akio Nakagawa, who advised Olympus on the Gyrus transaction.
Olympus lost more than 75% of its share value in the weeks following the October 14 firing of former
CEO Woodford, the first foreigner to lead the company, after Woodford went public with his claims.
Woodford, a British executive who spent 30 years with Olympus before he was named the first foreign
president last April, led a public campaign to fire the existing Olympus board and return to company
management. He gave up that fight in January, saying he didn’t have the backing of Japanese
institutional investors in the company.
The current Olympus board, led by President Shuichi Takayama, are expected to step down at an
extraordinary shareholders meeting on April 20, when the new company management is expected to be
named.
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http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/06/adam-and-eve.html

WHEN ADAM, EVE AND CAIN WERE KICKED OUT OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN,
WHERE DID THEY GO?
27 June 2009
WHEN EUROPE WAS PART OF HYPERBOREA
(See Map Link below)
http://www.darkstar1.co.uk/gregjenner14.html
At the dawn of life, all of our original ancestors lived in Hyperborea; this is one of those BEST KEPT
SECRETS humanity is not supposed to know about. Most of humanity today is taught about the hybrid
migrational pattern of the human race that is associated with Africa and the primate Lucy ONLY. That
evolutionary race takes us to a dark period in human history shrouded in mystery that involves the
cloning of a human beings with primates where the so called MISSING LINK IS STILL MISSING. (I
do not think the missing link is missing anymore I think these intelligent designers are evil and are
what we wrongly call aliens today).
So I am going to take you on a short trip back in time to a much earlier race that is associated with
Hyperborea and places like Central Asia where the race of Adams and Eves came from. Hyperborea
was a landmass that can be found today at the North Pole. These original human beings who were
living in Hyperborea were living in an area of the world that was at one time a tropical paradise before
the earth flipped on it’s side placing the lands which once sat close to the equator to the location they
are in today which is at the north and south pole. Ancient records refer to this tropical area as the
“Garden.” History, geology, archeology etc., records more than one of these geographical earth flips in
the past.
The original human beings, living in Hyperborea split up into two separate groups before they migrated
out the “Garden”. When these two groups left Hyperborea they took different paths into a world. The
world was a very different world from the one we live in today. The first bloodline group to leave
Hyperborea was a hybrid race. This hybrid people group was forced out from inside the earth where
they had mingled with the gods. It is obvious once you DO YOUR HOMEWORK that these gods were
the various entities we wrongly refer to today as “Aliens” today. I refer to them as the Nordic Aryan
Alien “Fallen Elohim Watchers.” The Bible refers to this hybrid group as Cain’s bloodline. The Old
Testament states that Adam and Eve were forced up out of the Garden, which also seems to associate
them with Agharta, a land inside our earth, which has an opening in Hyperborea, Central Asia, the
South Pole and at various other locations through out the world.
The “Tribe of Cain” kept their bloodline separate originally however as time passed these tribes inner
bred or married and became known in history as the Turkish, Levites, Semites, Pharisees, Scribes, etc.,
people who settled in southern Russia where they bred with the Scandinavian populations, long before
Jesus (Yashua) was born. The “Tribe of Cain” was one of the first hybrid bloodlines that were forced to
leave Hyperborea.
The second people group to leave Hyperborea were a Scandinavian race. They were actually a pure
bloodline or people group who left due to climate change at the coming of the last ice age. The
Nazarene tribe Jesus (Yashua) was born into was part of that people group who had migrated into
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northern Israel. They apparently carried the PURE Rh Negative bloodline factor. Science today
describes the Indian and Turkish people groups, who inhabit various parts of the known word, as THE
ADAMS. Science describes the hybrid or cloned race of mankind that developed out of Africa as the
“EVES.”
MAP – CENTRAL ASIA
http://www.centralasiatravel.com/central_asia_map.html
If we read the Koran what we find is that a people group (race) known as Adam, were flown out of
Agharta (a land inside the earth) from the Steppes Mountainous regions where the Himalaya
Mountain’s exist today in Central Asia. They traveled all over the world in flying machines, which
appear to be what we call UFO’s today. They were eventually flown back to Jiddah Saudi Arabia where
they started their tribal migrations into Israel. This is essentially what the Koran account state.
The Koran tells us that Adam (the Turkish word for Mankind), after being cast out of Eden (in the
Siberian Steppes) flew to Ceylon or Serindip,” landing on what is now Adam’s Peak. The name
Serindip derived from the Sanskrit Ceren-dvipa. Eventually this people group known as Adam went to
Ceylon on some kind of flying ship. From there, he traveled around the world. Finally, he returned
to Central Asia, reuniting his group with Eves people group who had stayed behind in Jiddah, Arabia.”
In the map below you will find Jiddah Saudi Arabia on the coast of the Red Sea. Jiddah Saudi Arabia is
along the center point of the Red Sea across from the word Sudan.
http://mapsof.net/Jiddah/
The group of Adams that then began to migrate into Israel from Steppes in Central Asia became known
as the Turkish race. In Egypt this dark hair dark-eyed people may have been called the Apiru peoples
according to Egyptian records. The Apiru people were migrant sheepherders who came from Central
Asia who actually had no country. They worked along side of the Scandinavian blue-eyed blonde
people group known then as the Shosu, in Egypt, during drought periods in Israel. The Egyptian slaves
were often called the Hebrews and were a mixed racial group of (Shosu and Apiru). The blue-eyed
blonds would come down to Egypt from Northern Israel where they lived below Mt. Carmel between
the Sea of Galilee and the Mediterranean Sea to work. This is the exact location where the Nazarene
tribe Jesus (Yashua) was born into was located. Below is a link to a picture of Egyptian Hieroglyphics
where blonde workers are pictured next to a dark hair dark-eyed race of temple builders, during the
time frame written about in Bible history.
http://www.britam.org/HebrewTypes.html#Hebrew
All though Cain’s bloodline is said to have remained pure, they did inbreed. Cain’s bloodline migrated
into the British Isles, France and Spain by way of the Mediterranean Sea with the aid of the “Sea
People” also known as the Phoenicians who were originally associated with Atlantis and Thule.
Atlantis was the name for parts of the known continents that survived after the last ice age. The route
they took was called the “Sea Route.” Most people believe the “Sea People” to be the descendents of
the first race of people who were forced to leave Hyperborea and migrate into Atlantis, which can
be found in the Americas the Middle East and Africa. The Phoenicians had apparently survived the
sinking of Atlantis and the destruction of Thule and moved into Eurasia by that time operating some
type of shipping and trading industry as their livelihood.
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The Phoenicians (“Sea People”) transported Cains “Serpent Bloodline into Spain and France through
the “Gulf of Lion” into the Languedoc- Roussilion region.
Below is a link to the map of Languedoc Spain:
http://www.map-of-france.co.uk/map-of-languedoc-roussillon.htm
Below is a great link to a map of the ethnic groups who migrated into Europe and where the settled.
http://www.map-of-france.co.uk/map-of-languedoc-roussillon.htm
CAIN'S BLOODLINE HAD RED HAIR
The link below will take you to a picture of a Neanderthal with red hair and a man who might look very
much like the image we have in the Bible of Cain and Cain’s bloodline group. Notice the features:
www.crystalinks.com/neanderthal.html
One of the solved mysteries science has discovered is that red hair did not originate with human beings
it came from the Neanderthal. Cain was said to be red and hair as was Esau etc. We now know that
Cain’s bloodline was a hybrid line and that one of the secret ways to track Cains bloodline is by
following the tribes who had red hair. Below is an article regarding the old belief systems and practices
associated with red heads. The color red and people with red hair have always been associated with
Satan and satanic rituals.
EVIL CONNOTATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH RED HAIR
The article below is from:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Red_Headed_Young_Man.jpg
“In spite of its rarity red hair is a physical trait that appears in many places around the world. It is most
prevalent in Scotland where approximately 13% of the population have red hair, followed by Ireland
with 10%. Although it is most associated with Britain and Europe, it also appears sporadically
throughout Africa, Asia and the Middle East. Throughout history there have been many strange beliefs
and ideas about red hair. In ancient Egypt red haired animals and people were associated with the god
Set. The Egyptians also had many red haired pharaohs. However the Egyptians also regarded the colour
red as unlucky and according to Claudie de Lys many red haired maidens were burnt to death to wipe
out the tint. There are also stories of the Egyptians burying redheads alive! The ancient Greeks also had
myths about red hair, including the belief that redheads would turn into vampires following their death.
Unflatteringly the Greek philosopher Aristotle described redheads as being emotionally unhousebroken.
Another mention of red hair came from the famed historian Herodotus who described a red haired and
blue/grey eyed tribe in his histories called the Budini. The Romans also had something to say about
redheads. The writer Tacitus mentioned the 'red hair and large limbs' of the ancient British tribes and
the historian Dio Cassius described British warrior-queen Boudicca, as being 'tall and terrifying in
appearance' and as having a 'great mass of red hair.' Incidentally the ancient Romans also paid a
premium for red haired slaves.
Red hair also gets a mention in the bible. The word Adam is supposedly the Hebrew word for 'red' or
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'ruddy', and king David also apparently had red hair. Also Judas and Mary Magdalene are often
portrayed as being redheaded. Some people even believe the 'mark of Cain' to actually be red hair.
As well as the bible there are also many myths about red hair in European history. In the Middle Ages,
for example, red was seen as the colour of the Devil, and it was thought that a child born with red hair
was conceived during menstruation. There have also been many kings and leaders throughout European
history that have had red hair. In fact there is a British legend that states that king Arthur had red hair
and that in times of trouble a red haired leader would come to lead the country. Winston Churchill and
Queen Elizabeth I (both redheads) are said to be fulfilments of this legend. The Merovingians of
ancient Gaul also had red hair, and this was thought to imbue them with magical powers.
In Eastern Europe, however, things were much worse for redheads. According to Montague Summers
red hair and green eyes were said to be the sign of a witch, werewolf or vampire. There are also tales of
red haired children being killed at birth due to similar thinking. Red hair has also had an up and down
relationship with art throughout the ages. Both Botticelli and Titian are noted for painting red haired
women, as are the pre-raphaelite painters of the 19th Century. However red hair has often been used in
art to symbolise evil and aggression. For example English author Charles Dickens would often portray
the less trustworthy characters in his novels as being pale and freckly. Dickens also once famously
complained about a pre-raphaelite piece of artwork, by the painter John Everett Millais, which depicted
the child Jesus with red hair. He described the child in the painting as a 'wry-necked, blubbering,
redheaded boy, in a bed-gown.'
This association of red hair and untrustworthiness or ugliness somehow prevails to this day. In fact the
Nazis discussed whether or not two red haired persons should be allowed to wed for fear of degenerate
offspring. Even in today's era red haired people are often portrayed in less than flattering ways in
movies and on TV shows. However this attitude towards redheads has never stopped them from
making an important contribution to the human endeavour. Famous redheads from history include:
Malcolm X
Isabella of Spain
Thomas Jefferson
Richard the Lionheart
Oliver Cromwell
Galileo
Ramesses II
Vivaldi
Christopher Columbus”
CAINS CELTIC BLOODLINE MIGRATION PATTERN
Cain’s bloodline was a hybrid bloodline. The Old Testament tells us that Cains bloodline were red
heads with green eyes. Esau was also a red head and hairy. “Jacob answered his mother Rebekah,
"Behold, Esau my brother is a hairy man and I am a smooth man.” Genesis 27:11.
As I mentioned above, science tells us that the red hair gene came from the Neanderthals. Human
beings did not have the red hair gene originally; it was apparently bred into the bloodline of Cain,
which is how we can identify his bloodline as it traveled through history into the British Isles, France
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and Spain.
CELTIC BLOODLINE MIGRATIONS MAP
The links below will take you to maps showing the Celtic bloodline migration pattern of Cain that
migrated into Europe through Spain, France and the British Isles.
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/celtic/ekeltoi/volumes/vol6/6_10/images/fig01b_600.jpg
http://www.mythinglinks.org/celtic.gif
The word Adam is supposedly the Hebrew word for 'red' or 'ruddy.’ King David also apparently had red
hair. Some people even believe the 'mark of Cain' to actually be red hair. Approximately 1% to 2% of
the human population has red hair. It occurs more frequently (between 2% and 6% of the population) in
northern and western Europeans.
ANOTHER SEGMENT OF CAIN’S BLOODLINE (WHO WOULD LATER BECOME KNOWN AS
THE PHARISEES, SCRIBES, LEVITES ETC) MIGRATED TO RUSSIA AS WELL TO A PLACE
KNOWN IN OLD TESTAMENT TIMS AS THE PERSIAN EMPIRE. TODAY WE CALL THIS
AREA THE LAND OF THE KHAZARS.
CAIN'S NAZI MOVEMENT
Map of Khazaria
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/images/khazaria.gif
From Israel and the Middle East, the “Tribe of Cain aka Dan,” also migrated into Georgia, which is the
former Russian Republic and Khazaria where they bred with the Scandinavians. That inbreeding
gave the world the Ashkenazim Jews.
What is so critical about this bloodline that came into Europe via Khazaria is that it is this migration
that brought the world Hitler and the Nazi movement. These European Jews, White Jews, German Jews
etc., migrated up into Europe through Germany. Today they rule the world as the global Elite who are
bring us into a new version of Nazism known as the New World Order.
Here is a link to Cain’s Ashkenazim Movement:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSlJOsVGTtI&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMFA9bDii8Q&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPukglcPfw0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wS_MgNOlRuI&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5UB_7g5nm8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeVscNynErc&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yxsNYoeNRw&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLbFXE6kGC0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ArXEOo2iU0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AIKQHO0esk
Here is a link to two websites that published my article on the Ashkenazim Jews. I have also attached
an article on their DNA below.
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Unexplainable.Net
http://www.unexplainable.net/artman/publish/article_12143.shtml
Nazarene Bloodline 7777
THE BLOODLINE OF CAIN AND THE NAZARENE MIGRATIONS INTO EUROPE?
The bloodline of Cain, later known as the “Tribe of Dan,” eventually became the “Blue Bloods” of
Europe. The “Tribe of Cain” apparently has Rh Negative blood, with Neanderthal and Reptilian E.T.
Junk DNA in it. Some call this blood system the copper based reptilian blood factor system, “Serpent
Blood,” or the “Serpent Bloodline” This blood turns blue under certain lights. The Kings and Queens of
Europe, who carried this blood factor, were known as the “Blue Bloods” of Europe for many reasons.
One of the reasons is because their blood turned blue under certain lights. Another is because these
hybrid women were not able to carry their hybrid fetus to term if one of the parents was an Rh Positive.
The babies would die, be born stillborn or blue because they had trouble breathing.
Those with reptilian blood represent approximately 5-8 % of those who have the Pure Rh Negative
blood factor. These evil demonic entities we wrongly call aliens today appear to be primarily abducting
the Reptilian and Nordic Aryan Alien “Fallen Watcher” human hybrids both in the past and today.
The Scandinavian blue-eyed blondes appear to have migrated into Scandinavia from two different
areas. The first group appears to have migrated south from the Hyperborean region. They were the
second people group to leave Hyperborea around the last ice age. It would be my guess that the
Nazarene’s who lived next to the Mediterranean Sea under Mt. Carmel, traveled into Scandinavia from
the Caucasus Mountain Range, which is how Scandinavians came to be called Caucasians.
The Nazarene Tribes Jesus (Yashua) was born into appear to be those with the Pure RH Negative blood
factor. The Pure Rh Negative blood factor does not have Rhesus Monkey DNA protein in it. Those who
have the Pure Rh Negative Blood factor total approximately 15% of the global population today.
Map associated with Aryan Race Migration
http://z.about.com/d/goeasteurope/1/0/w/-/-/-/revised-eastern-europe-map.jpg
The Aryan hybrid races appear to have migrated into Europe through the land mass area associated
with Albania. They are associated with the Sephardic Jewish tribes, the Vikings, Celtic peoples, the
Scythians etc. They are a blended race of different people groups. The hair color ranges from dark to
blonde. They were obviously a sea fairing people group who were probably aided by the Phoenicians
aka the “Sea People.”
Picture of the Blended Aryan Races
www.hickerphoto.com/viking-pictures-5630-pictures.htm
Because the Aryan tribes were a blended bloodline, Aryans carried different blood types and blood
factors. Some carried the Pure Rh Negative blood factor, some carried the Reptilian E.T. Serpent blood
factor and some of these people had what is called “Gentile Blood,” which is Rh Positive. Rh Positive
blood has Rhesus Monkey Protein in it. Aliens bred our prehistoric ancestors with monkeys and as a
result 85% of the global populations have Rh Positive blood today.
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WHAT DOES SCIENCE SAY ABOUT THE ADAMS AND EVES
Many Scientists and Archeological records do seem to agree with the Koran and ancient beliefs and
legends regarding the origins for Adam and Eve on the Current 7 continents we live on today.
According to science the Adams were the global Polynesian, Asian and Indian populations.
In time these evil gods we wrongly refer to aliens today bred human beings with monkeys. This is why
85% of the human population has the Rhesus Monkey protein factor in their blood. We know this blood
factor as Rh Positive because it is positive for Rhesus Monkey protein. This blood is also known as
‘Monkey Blood” and in some cases “Gentile Blood.”
Other scientists would have you believe that human beings all came from monkeys and that the African
monkey known as Lucy was our original mother.
Buyer Beware. DO YOUR HOMEWORK. Do not believe these scientists. These scientists make their
prognostications but do not seem to know what the ‘Missing Link” was.
The “Missing Link” is the agent that fused mankind with the monkey. This creative force is known as
“Intelligent Design.” The Intelligent Designers are these evil demonic entities that raped and cloned
original man with monkeys to create the African Eves, They were also the “Intelligent designers” for
the Indian Adams as well as the African Eves.
If we follow the scientists who tell us that the Adams were Indians and the Eves were associated with
Africa we will see that both of these groups were the result of cloning. We will see that ALL OF OUR
ORIGINAL ANCESTORS WERE SCANDINAVIAN. We will see that our original Scandinavian
ancestors were used to breed all of these hybrid races all over the earth. Today Scandinavian blue-eyed
blondes are still being abducted and used as incubators by these evil demonic entities who claim they
created us, what they don’t tell their abductees is that they created human hybrids through cloning.
These evil demonic entities abduct these women and implant (or fuse) alien hybrids in the female
uterus. These hybrid fetuses are usually taken from these women at about 3 months and then put in
alien incubators for the remaining of the gestational periods. Today woman are giving birth to human
hybrids called ‘Star Children.”
These “Star Children” are being featured as “Children from the Stars.” They are being promoted as
highly evolved human children when they are actually human demon hybrids. The area in the world
that this breeding took place originally according to legends was in Hyperborea and in Agharta.
Hyperborea was located in the North Pole region before these hybrids were flown or tossed out of
Hyperborea to settle all over the world. These migrations settled in the Americas, the Middle East and
Africa. We also know that Hyperborea is associated with the Antarctic region,
which has a Nordic Aryan Alien “Fallen Watcher” base just inside the hole in the South Pole. Hitler is
said to have traveled even escaped into this base in the Antarctic.
IN CONCLUSION
If we actually DO OUR HOMEWORK, we will find that all though their seem like many different
versions or idea’s of who Adam and Eve were, they may all be right to some degree. Once we
understand that evil entities were involved in using the DNA or ALL OF OUR ORIGINAL
SCANDINAVIAN ANCESTORS, to clone these human hybrid races we have on earth today it all
makes perfect sense.
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That Adam and Eve in Genesis Chapter 2 were cloned by Yahweh Ildabaoth the Demiurge aka Jehovah,
using red mud aka blood DNA. The location for this was in the Garden of Eden, which most ancient
people believed was inside the earth in Agharta. Ancient maps and legends give us the description of
that garden and the rivers in that garden, which are identical to the garden area in Agharta. The Koran
tells us that the people group known as the “Adams” were flown out from inside the earth to populate
the world and became the Indian populations.
Science agrees with this and further explains that the Eves who also came out from inside the earth
became the African and black people of the world who entered the surface in Central Asia and are also
associated with Jiddah, Arabia. Indian and African legends tell us that their ancient ancestors came
from inside the earth as well.
Once you DO YOUR HOMEWORK regarding the hybrid bloodlines of the kings and queens of the
earth, which began in ancient Sumer Babylon Iraq, and then follow these “Serpent Bloodlines” hybrids
to Egypt, Rome, Europe and America you will see that evil entities seeded the royal bloodlines of the
rich and powerful “Blue Blood” Elite of the world also. What you will also notice that the mummies of
these kings and queens were blondes primarily. This would seem to indicate that in order to create these
royal human hybrid bloodlines they had to inseminate Scandinavian women. Legends tell us that these
hybrid bloodlines stole the RIGHT TO RULE THE WORLD FROM OUR PREHISTORIC
SCADINAVIAN ANCESTORS AND NOW CLAIM THEY HAVE THE DIVINE RIGHT TO RULE
THE WORLD THROUGH THE “NEW WORLD ORDER.”
Have a great day and DO YOUR HOMEWORK.
Angellica Goodson-Lord
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